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NEW QUESTION: 1
After encrypting all laptop hard drives, an executive officer's
laptop has trouble booting to the operating system. Now that it
is successfully encrypted the helpdesk cannot retrieve the
data.
Which of the following can be used to decrypt the information
for retrieval?
A. Private key
B. Trust models
C. Recovery agent
D. Public key
Answer: C
Explanation:
To access the data the hard drive need to be decrypted. To
decrypt the hard drive you would need

the proper private key. The key recovery agent can retrieve the
required key.
A key recovery agent is an entity that has the ability to
recover a key, key components, or plaintext
messages as needed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Many of the files in a user's network folder have a new file
extension and are inaccessible. After some troubleshooting, a
technician discovers a text document that states the files were
intentionally encrypted, and a large sum of money is required
to decrypt them.
Which of the following should the technician do to recover the
files?
A. Disconnect the computer from the network.
B. Update the malware scanner and run a full scan.
C. Perform a System Restore on the computer.
D. Restore the network folder from a backup.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
AMP for endpoints decreases time to detection. What is Cisco's
security time to detection?
A. 6 hours or less
B. 7 hours or less
C. 10 hours or less
D. 8 hours or less
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following benefits can be realized when SAP
NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure is used to integrate SAP
NetWeaver BI with multiple sources systems? (Choose two)
A. SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure reduces the number of
peer-to-peer connections to the BI system.
B. SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure functionality replaces
transformation capabilities from SAP NetWeaver BI.
C. SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure provides a central
place to manage protocols and communications.
D. SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure can load data directly
into InfoCubes and DataStore Objects.
Answer: A,C
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